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Abstract The importance of holistic perception is described
by Gestalt psychology and its principles. Gestalt psycholo-
gists have promoted a formal and testable framework for
these principles. Quantitative measurements have been intro-
duced from Gestalt psychology in order to complement tradi-
tional phenomenal descriptions. Here we demonstrated a new
method of measuring grouping effects objectively and quan-
titatively, by means of tilt aftereffect (TAE) from visual adap-
tation. Experiment 1 validated the method by measuring
grouping based on either proximity or color similarity.
Experiments 2 and 3 verified that this paradigm is also effec-
tive with dimotif lattices in which different perceptual organi-
zations compete. The novel TAE-based paradigm is an objec-
tive and effective method for studying perceptual organiza-
tion, especially the relationship between different Gestalt
principles.
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Objectivemeasurement

Perceptual grouping is essential for visual object recognition.
It relies upon a set of grouping principles to organize elements
within our visual field. Wertheimer first posed Gestalt laws of
perceptual grouping by asking what stimulus factors influence
the perceived grouping of discrete elements (Wertheimer,
1922, 1923). The principles of grouping that he elucidated

included proximity, similarity, uniform density, good
continuation, and common fate. Since then, some new princi-
ples of perceptual grouping have been proposed, including
common region (Palmer, 1992), element connectedness
(Palmer & Rock, 1994), and synchrony (Alais, Blake, &
Lee, 1998; Blake & Yang, 1997; Lee & Blake, 1999). The
phenomenological demonstrations were crucial for establish-
ing the basic principles of organization. However, these stud-
ies commonly relied on descriptions of conscious experience
in terms of the units that people naturally perceive, rather than
the artificial ones imposed by standard scientific methods.

Modern vision scientists have elaborated some of these
principles by studying them quantitatively and clarifying the
conditions under which they operate (Wagemans et al., 2012).
Oyama (1961) was the first to measure the strength of group-
ing by proximity. He recorded the amounts of time that par-
ticipants reported seeing competing horizontal and vertical
groupings, and used the time ratio of perceptual grouping as
a function of distance ratio. Later, Kubovy and colleagues
presented different kinds of dot lattices and asked participants
to indicate the perceived orientations (Kubovy, Holcombe, &
Wagemans, 1998; Kubovy&Wagemans, 1995). The frequen-
cies of these perceived orientations over a large number of
trials were used as estimates of the probabilities. This way of
testing grouping has been used frequently in the recent litera-
tures (Claessens & Wagemans, 2005, 2008; Kubovy & Van
den Berg, 2008).

In addition to quantitative measurement, another typical
challenge of studying perceptual organization is what rule
governs when multiple grouping laws apply concurrently. To
investigate this question, several studies were conducted using
similar strategies (Hochberg & McAlister, 1953; Kubovy &
Van den Berg, 2008; Oyama, Simizu, & Tozawa, 1999;
Quinlan & Wilton, 1998; Rush, 1937). For the stimuli, the
distance between dots in one orientation was held constant,
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and the luminance differences or distances between the
adjacent elements were manipulated. Therefore, a series of
grouping indifference curves were fitted in order to
characterize the relation between the two grouping principles
studied. More recently, Claessens and Wagemans (2008) pre-
sented a Bayesian model for contour detection based on prox-
imity and collinearity grouping. Their method was based on
simplified interactions between two gestalts that acted as in-
dependent variables in dot lattices.

Although quantitative measurements have been introduced
in modern studies of competing grouping principles, these
researches have tended to make use of alternative forced
choices, producing data that do not necessarily reflect the
characteristics of the stimulus itself. For example, when par-
ticipants are forced to choose between indeterminate options,
their answers may depend on conflicting cues from local fea-
tures (e.g., dots with same color or dots with closer intervals)
instead of on holistic perception of the gestalt. The perception
of feature Bsimilarity^ itself and the perception of the Gestalt
are confounded in the task. Participants’ reports are likely
controlled by top-down influence. As a result, such reports
cannot truly reflect the perceptual organization process, and
measurements are therefore biased. A famous example is the
fragmented black-and-white image of a Dalmatian. If the par-
ticipant is told that the image contains a dog, the percept can
easily be identified. But without this information, the image
may seem rather unstructured, and even incomprehensible. In
a more relevant study, Beck and Palmer (2002) informed their
participants about the percentages of trial types. Participants
were then influenced by top-down processes, and subjective
biases were induced. Kubovy also found that participants were
more likely to apply the same grouping rule as they had for the
preceding stimulus (Kubovy & Wagemans, 1995). Therefore,
a carefully designed task is needed to eliminate the effects of
local features and top-down processing in the study of the
Gestalt laws.

Palmer proposed an indirect quantification method called
the repetition discrimination task. In a speeded discrimination
task, participants were asked to report the shape of repeated
elements in a line of otherwise alternating shapes (e.g.,
squares and circles). Then the difference between these two
reaction times was used as a measure of the strength of the
grouping effect (Palmer & Beck, 2007). Unlike in the studies
mentioned above, the participants’ task was independent from
perceptual grouping itself, so that subjective strategies had no
influence on the grouping process.

In the present study, we proposed another indirect method
to quantify competing grouping principles, in which two sep-
arate Gestalt principles operate at the same time in one stim-
ulus. In adaptation studies, the paradigm of tilt aftereffect
(TAE) relies upon the phenomenon in which perceived orien-
tation of a test stimulus is altered after prolonged exposure to
an oriented adaptor (Gibson & Radner, 1937; He &MacLeod,

2001). As an appearance-based psychophysical tool, this par-
adigm may effectively characterize the relationship between
two Gestalt principles. We hypothesized that the grouping of a
dot lattice would be perceived like oriented lines and lead to
TAEs. In other words, TAE could be used to measure the
grouping effect, while its magnitude might be modulated by
strengths of different grouping effects.

In this article, we present three experiments demonstrating
the validity of the TAE for studying perceptual grouping of a
dot lattice. At the same time, we applied this new paradigm to
test the relationship between proximity and color similarity. In
Experiment 1 we validated this method using the classic
Gestalt principles of proximity and color similarity. In
Experiment 2, we extended the method to a dimotif lattice
stimulus in which proximity and color similarity were ar-
ranged orthogonally. In Experiment 3, we modulated the
grouping effects in dimotif lattices to verify the accuracy of
this method.

General method

Participants

The participants were university undergraduates who received
hourly pay for their participation. All were right-handed and
reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no known
neurological or visual disorders. They were all naïve as to the
purpose of the experiment. The numbers of participants in
Experiments 1, 2a, 2b, and 3 were eight, nine, five, and three,
respectively.

Experimental setup

Stimuli The stimuli were displayed on a 22-in. computer
monitor (ViewSonic P220F) with a resolution of 1,024 ×
768 pixels (1 pixel = 0.03° at a viewing distance of 70 cm).
The experiment was programmed and run inMATLAB 2009a
with the Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997;
Pelli, 1997). Participants were seated in a room with dim am-
bient light, and their head position was stabilized using a chin-
and head-rest.

Design For all three experiments we used the same paradigm
for detecting TAEs. Stimuli were displayed on a black back-
ground with a visual angle of 7° (Fig. 1). Each block began
with a 20-s preadaptation period. In each trial, after a 5-s
topping-up adaptation and a 0.2-s blank interval, a test stimu-
lus was presented for 0.2 s, and participants were asked to
make either a two-alternative forced choice (2-AFC; clock-
wise or counterclockwise [CW/CCW] relative to vertical) or
a four-alternative forced choice (4-AFC; CW/CCW relative to
horizontal or CW/CCW relative to vertical) judgment as
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quickly as possible. During the periods of preadaptation and
topping-up adaptation, the stimuli flickered at 2.5 Hz. In ac-
cordance with previous studies (Gibson & Radner, 1937), the
orientations of the adaptation stimuli in our experiments were
set to ±20° to reach the TAE peak. To minimize the effects of
irrelevant factors on TAE, we used the same luminance and
color contrast (Flanagan, Cavanagh, & Favreau, 1990; Held&
Shattuck, 1971; Lovegrove & Over, 1973) between the adap-
tors and test stimuli.

In all experiments, to control participants’ attention during
the adaptation phase, they were required to focus on the stim-
uli during the experimental period and to respond as quickly
and accurately as possible. Before each experiment, partici-
pants were given oriented gratings to acquaint them with the
key-press responses. They rested for approximately 3 min be-
tween blocks to minimize adaptation carryover from the pre-
vious block.

Experiment 1

In previous studies of TAE, tilted gratings were the typical
stimuli used to produce adaptation of orientation (Gibson &
Radner, 1937; He & MacLeod, 2001). In Experiment 1 we
examined whether the orientation organized by the proximity
or color similarity of dots could produce results similar to the
TAEs observed by tilted gratings. Proximity and color simi-
larity are the most basic, robust, and well-studied grouping
principles (Brooks, 2015).

Method

Arrays of dots were shown on a white circular background
(Fig. 2). In the control condition, the stimulus was a red grat-
ing (radius, 3.50°; spatial frequency, 2.86 cycles/deg; width of

red stripe, 0.12°; width of white stripe, 0.23°; contrast, 6
(Lmax/Lmin); orientation, ±20°). In the other two conditions,
the bars in the stimulus were replaced by dots (the diameter of
the dots was 0.12°) based on proximity or color similarity
principles. In the proximity condition, the distance between
two red dots was 0.058° along the dotted grating direction. In
the color similarity condition, dots of the same color were
placed in one direction, with spatial intervals identical to the
gap between two adjacent rows.

The test stimuli were circular gray gratings (radius, 3.50°;
contrast, 6 (Lmax/Lmin); spatial frequency, 2.86 cycles/deg;
orientation, 0°, ±2°, ±4°, and ±6°; shown in Fig. 1b). Their
luminance was consistent with the corresponding adaptor dur-
ing adaptation. One of the seven gratings was presented in the
middle of the visual field as the test stimulus for measuring
TAE. Participants were asked to indicate by key-pressing
whether the test grating in each trial was tilted CCW or CW
from the vertical.

Two adaptors of ±20° were presented alternately in the
adaptation phase, for a total of eight blocks. Each of the seven
test stimuli was presented six times in a block. The control,
proximity, and color similarity conditions were tested random-
ly on separate days.

Results

The perceptual mislocalization of the adapting grating pro-
duced by the TAE was measured individually for each partic-
ipant. Participant responses as a function of grating position
were fitted with logistic functions using a least squares proce-
dure. As is shown in Fig. 3a, the size of the TAE is equal to
half the difference between the points of subjective equality
(PSEs) in the two adaptation direction conditions
(Kosovicheva et al., 2012), which is:

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of our adaptation and test procedure. (b) Grating test stimuli for measuring tilt aftereffect
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TAE ¼ PSEadapt right−PSEadapt left

2
:

Figure 3b shows the TAEs obtained in the control (black
bars), proximity (red bars), and color similarity (blue bars)
conditions for the eight participants and the average across
participants. The TAEs of all three conditions were signifi-
cantly above zero (mean control condition: M = 2.64, SE =
0.22, p < .001; proximity condition:M = 2.08, SE = 0.17, p <
.001; color similarity condition: M = 1.24, SE = 0.15, p <
.001). The consistency among the three conditions was quite
strong. Several findings were noteworthy. First, conditions of

both proximity and color similarity could produce significant
TAEs. This is the predicted effect of proximity and color sim-
ilarity grouping in this adaptation paradigm. In this way, par-
ticipants easily perceived orientation information as in the
control condition, so that a TAE could be observed in the
results. This indicates that TAE is a plausible measurement
of grouping effects. More importantly, as compared to color
similarity, the proximity induced a significant larger TAE [t(7)
= 6.389, p < .001, two-tailed paired t tests]. We interpreted the
difference in TAEs as measuring the strength of grouping in
the display. A large TAE indicates that the organization is
strong.

Fig. 2 Overview of the stimuli presented in the three experiments. In
Experiment 1 we examined orientations formed by different grouping
principles. Dimotif lattices were introduced in Experiment 2 in order to

test competing organizations. The relative strengths of the groupings were
adjusted in Experiment 3

Fig. 3 (a) Example tilt aftereffect (TAE) measurement data from one participant. (b) Results for each of the eight participants, along with the average
across participants. Error bars represent 1 SE
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Experiment 2a

In Experiment 1, we were able to obtain significant TAEs for
both proximity and color similarity grouping effect condi-
tions.We set out to compare the twoGestalt principles directly
by presenting participants with patterns containing both prox-
imity and color similarity at the same time.

In dimotif lattice stimuli, two kinds of elements are used to
pit grouping by proximity against grouping by color similarity
(Grünbaum & Shephard, 1987); participants are able to per-
ceive two orientations, based on either the proximity or color
similarity Gestalt principle. We predicted that if we were to test
participants using such a stimulus, we would obtain TAEs for
both possible orientations, and the stronger grouping effect
would cause a greater TAE magnitude. By comparing the
values of the two TAEs, the relative strengths of the two group-
ing principles could thus be evaluated. If this proved true, TAE
would be a quantitative method for evaluating the strengths of
the competing principles.

Method

The adaptation stimuli in this experiment are shown in
Fig. 2. The control condition was a red-striped grating
with the same parameters as the control in Experiment
1. The condition containing dimotif lattice stimuli was
the focus in this experiment. As is illustrated in Fig. 2,
Pattern 1 (radius, 3.50°; spatial frequency, 2.86 cycles/
deg; contrast , 6 (Lmax/Lmin) ; orientat ion, ±20°)
contained both proximity and color similarity grouping
principles. Each string of dots in the direction of the
proximity principle (|p|) contained alternating instances
of the two motifs (red and blue dots). All strings ori-
ented in this direction had identical arrangements of the
motifs. On the other hand, each string of dots oriented
in the direction of the color similarity principle (|c|)
consisted of only one of the motifs (e.g., red dots),
whereas the adjacent, parallel string consisted of the
other motif (e.g., blue dots). |c|/|p| was thus equal to
2 in these dimotif lattices. On the basis of experimental
work by Kubovy (Kubovy & Van den Berg, 2008), the
proximity principle of this stimulus is significantly
stronger than the color similarity principle.

Participants viewed an adaptation patch of the same sort as
in Experiment 1, except that the test patch following adapta-
tion was either vertical (0°/180°) or horizontal (90°/270°). The
participants were not aware of whether the test stimulus would
be vertical or horizontal, and they were instructed to make a 4-
AFC. If the orientation of a test stimulus was close to that of
the adaptation stimulus, the TAE of proximity grouping was
tested. Otherwise, the TAE of the color similarity grouping
was tested. This is shown in Fig. 4.

Results

The TAE magnitudes of the two orientations formed by the
stripe patterns and dimotiff lattices are demonstrated in
Fig. 5a. These data were analyzed using a repeated measures
analysis of variance with two within-subjects variables: adap-
tor (stripe pattern, dimotif lattices) and test orientation (stim-
ulus orientation, orthogonal orientation). The analysis re-
vealed a significant main effect of test orientation [F(1, 8) =
175.19, p < .001, η2 = .96] and an interaction between the two
variables [F(1, 8) = 74.09, p < .001, η2 = .90], yet the main
effect of adaptor was not significant [F(1, 8) = 3.98, p > .05, η2

= .33]. Significant TAEs were produced by both proximity
(2.26 ± 0.13) and color similarity (1.17 ± 0.11). As expected,
proximity resulted in a larger TAE than did color similarity
[t(8) = 7.91, p < .001, two-tailed paired t tests]. This was in
agreement with the subjective reports of the participants.

The individual data from the stripe pattern and dimotif
lattice conditions are summarized in Fig. 5b. The TAE of the
orientation for the stripe pattern was compared against the
TAE of the proximity orientation in the dimotif lattices, and
the orthogonal orientation of the stripes was compared against
the orientation for the color similarity principle. Little or no
TAE was expected in the orthogonal orientation of the stripe
pattern, because no obvious cue oriented the participants in
that direction. The gray dots lying below the diagonal line
confirm that the TAE of the color similarity orientation was
larger than that of the orthogonal orientation of the stripe pat-
tern [t(8) = 4.68, p = .002, two-tailed paired t tests]. We can
interpreted that the color similarity principle in the dimotif
lattices provided orientation information that helped partici-
pants produce a TAE in that direction. The black dots lying
above the diagonal line indicate that the TAE from the prox-
imity orientation was notably smaller than that of the orienta-
tion in the control condition [t(8) = 7.71, p < .001, two-tailed
paired t tests]. One possible reason is that the strength of
proximity grouping was a little weaker than the uniform-
connectivity stripes, adhering to the results we obtained in
Experiment 1. Another potential reason is that there was a
conflict between the factor of proximity and the factor of sim-
ilarity. This competition may have reduced the orientation
strength expressed by the proximity grouping principle.

Experiment 2b

In Experiment 2a, the dots along the color similarity grouping
orientation were so densely arranged in the orthogonal direc-
tion that the participants’ judgments of color orientation may
have been affected. To avoid this, we halved the density of the
dots in Pattern 2. In this way, the frequency of dots in the color
similarity grouping in Pattern 2 was the same as that in the
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proximity grouping in Pattern 1. We ran the experiment to see
whether the density of dots had an effect on the results.

Method

The pattern of the dimotif lattices was replaced by Pattern 2, in
which the density of the dots was reduced by half. All other
parameters were consistent with those used in Experiment 2a.
All of the participants in this experiment were those who had
taken part in Experiment 2a.

Results

The results for the two patterns are compared in Fig. 6. No
statistically significant difference was found between the two
patterns. Therefore, the density of the dots had no effect on the
results.

Experiment 3

To further verify the effectiveness of the TAE method, we
performed a third experiment using stimuli based on three
different relative strengths of proximity and color similarity.
We expected that when we compared participants’ subjective
ratings, the TAE method would give a quantitative represen-
tation of competitive interactions between the organization
principles, especially in an ambiguous display.

Method

The procedure was the same as in Experiment 2, except for the
stimuli. Here we used three different dimotif lattice stimuli,
shown in Fig. 2.We kept the shortest distance between the two
differently colored elements constant (|c| = 0.1°) while
adjusting the distance between dots of the same color (|p|).

Fig. 4 Combinations of adaptor and test stimuli with the corresponding principles, which were tested in Experiment 2a

Fig. 5 (a) Comparing mean TAEs to our stripe pattern and dimotif lattice
stimuli. Black bars refer to the orientation of the stripes and of the
proximity principle in the dimotif lattices. Gray bars refer to the

direction orthogonal from the stripes and to the orientation of the color
similarity principle in the dimotif lattices. (b) Individual data from the two
conditions
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As |p| got smaller, the grouping effect of proximity became
stronger. The proximity principle was dominant in Pattern 1,
in which the ratio |c|/|p| was 1.125. In Pattern 2 the dominant
grouping was ambiguous, and the ratio |c|/|p| was 1.375. The
two principles evoked a bistable orientation percept that fluc-
tuated between vertical and horizontal groupings. The color
similarity principle was dominant in Pattern 3, in which the
ratio |c|/|p| was 1.625.

To compare these results with the corresponding subjective
results, we added a subjective-report task after the adaptation
task. The stimuli were the same as in the adaptation tasks.
Each stimulus was presented in random order for 32 trials.
Participants were required to report the dominant perceived ori-
entation, as in Kubovy and Van den Berg’s (2008) experiment.

Results

The results for the three participants are shown in Fig. 7.
When the interval between dots of the same color was en-
larged, the TAE of proximity grouping increased and the
TAE of color similarity grouping decreased. Although we
observed fluctuation in the TAE magnitudes, the relative pre-
dominances of the two grouping principles were consistent
across all participants. In Pattern 1, the TAE of proximity
grouping (2.32 ± 0.63) was significantly larger than the TAE
of color similarity grouping (0.86 ± 0.20). In Pattern 3, the
principle of color similarity was dominant as compared to
proximity, so that the TAE of color similarity (2.02 ± 0.29)
was larger than that of proximity (1.15 ± 0.40). An interesting
result in the competing groupings was exposed in the ambig-
uous Pattern 2: The TAE of the proximity principle was con-
sistently larger than the TAE of the color similarity principle,
indicating that all three participants perceived stronger prox-
imity grouping than color similarity grouping, although their
subjective reports were close to chance level.

There was strong consistency between the TAE results and
the subjective reports. Although subjective-rating data are not
necessarily a gold standard of participants’ perceptions of
grouping, they nevertheless were substantial enough to sup-
port the conclusion that the TAE provided a quantitative mea-
surement of grouping strength that was consistent with sub-
jective ratings. This consistency corroborates our
expectations.

Discussion

According to the results of our experiments, the TAE method
is a relatively novel and effective way to study grouping phe-
nomena. Experiment 1 showed that both grouping by proxim-
ity and grouping by color similarity could produce TAEs. The
results verified that the orientation formed by a grouping prin-
ciple could be detected in this kind of adaptation paradigm,
although different groupings differed in the strengths of their
TAEs. Experiment 2 showed that when proximity and simi-
larity groupings were applied concurrently in the same stimu-
li, TAE could be generated for both organized orientations.
Experiment 3 further demonstrated this method’s effective-
ness with three different types of dimotif lattices. When we
altered the spacing between the dots of the same color so that
some dots were closer than others, and thus grouped together
more strongly, the factor of relative distance influenced the
strength of grouping.

This method is open to the objection that it might not mea-
sure grouping at all. However, the consistency of the TAE
results with subjective ratings in Experiment 3 provides evi-
dence that this method does indeed measure grouping. It is
important that TAE is an indirect measurement of grouping.
We never asked participants to report the grouping they per-
ceived, and its organizational structure had no logical bearing
on performing the task. The indirect and objective appearance
of the measures makes it less susceptible to so-called demand
characteristics of the experiment, in comparison to partici-
pants’ subjective reports, which are affected by what partici-
pants believe the experimenter expects or wants.

Another question that deserves attention is the relationship
between the two grouping principles. We interpreted the dif-
ference between the TAEs of the two orientations as a mea-
surement of the relative grouping strengths in the display. A
larger TAE indicated that the organization was stronger and
formed a dominant orientation percept. Meanwhile, when one
orientation was perceived, the other was nonetheless also
present in the stimulus. How are these two grouping principles
expressed? Do we switch from one perception to the other, or
do they exist simultaneously? One reasonable explanation is
that both of the two orientations could be represented in the
stimulus percept. The grouping principle with higher strength
would represent the stronger direction. This kind of grouping

Fig. 6 Comparison of two different dot densities in Experiments
2a and 2b
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tended to produce a higher TAE, as we demonstrated in the
results of Experiment 3. When the orthogonal grouping be-
came stronger, the TAE of the target grouping decreased due
to competition.

Nevertheless, we need to declare that the TAE measure of
competitive groupings will depend on the features of the stim-
uli. For example, when we changed the luminance difference
between rows, the strengths of the groupings also changed, in
that grouping by similarity was reduced and grouping by
proximity was able to manifest itself. Thus, TAE results can
only be used to give answers for specific stimuli, especially
when their phenomenology is unclear.

In conclusion, this adaptation paradigm is an important
method for the study of perceptual grouping. The indirect
measurement of perceptual grouping has proved an objective
way to evaluate the competition between different perceptual
organizations. This method substantially reduces the likeli-
hood that data might be contaminated by participants’ subjec-
tive reports, which are affected by what they believe the ex-
perimenter expects. Another advantage is that this paradigm
can be a useful method of probing the dominant grouping
principle in any competition between organizations.

Author note This work was supported by the National Key Basic
Research Program of China Grant 2015CB351701, National Nature
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Research Program of Chinese Academy of Sciences (B) Grants
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